
    

Some of our dishes may contain nuts & may not always specify,

Please advise if you have any allergies, we will try & be helpful,

Some of our dishes may contain nuts & may not always specify,

Please advise if you have any allergies, we will try & be helpful,

 You can find us all @.dunfordwood @.parlouruk  You can find us all @.dunfordwood @.parlouruk

Bottomless Peckham Spring ~ Fizzy & Non for the Table £2 Bottomless Peckham Spring ~ Fizzy & Non for the Table £2

Wine List Avaliable, including all sorts of Beers & Cocktails Wine List Avaliable, including all sorts of Beers & Cocktails

Wine Pairing with Most Courses at Dinner (7+) £32pp Wine Pairing with Most Courses at Dinner (7+) £32pp

Wines, Cocktails, Fresh Mint Teas(?) & Espresso & Medcinal~Esque Digestifs Wines, Cocktails, Fresh Mint Teas(?) & Espresso & Medcinal~Esque Digestifs
All In! Drinks Pairing  £45pp All In! Drinks Pairing  £45pp

Eating disorders, religious beliefs, simple dislike and even allergies Eating disorders, religious beliefs, simple dislike and even allergies
are normally catered for, vegans are actively discouraged without are normally catered for, vegans are actively discouraged without

forewarning.  Brace Yourself & Pace Yourself. forewarning.  Brace Yourself & Pace Yourself.

when that first big wave hits you, no one knows how many more when that first big wave hits you, no one knows how many more
waves are coming, nor how big they are going to get. So.. PACE YOURSELF. waves are coming, nor how big they are going to get. So.. PACE YOURSELF.

PACE YOURSELF, PACE YOURSELF, PACE YOURSELF PACE YOURSELF, PACE YOURSELF, PACE YOURSELF

Some have described eating on here as a TSUNAMI of FOOD,  Some have described eating on here as a TSUNAMI of FOOD,  

We are going to take you on an adventure, a foodie adventure, We are going to take you on an adventure, a foodie adventure,

You are going to try all sorts of things, some familiar, some less familiar, You are going to try all sorts of things, some familiar, some less familiar, 

hopefully most of it delicious. We are going to give you TOO MUCH FOOD, beware. hopefully most of it delicious. We are going to give you TOO MUCH FOOD, beware.

Welcome to Parlour Welcome to Parlour 


